
BRENDA Tutorial
EC Explorer



The EC Explorer provides an easy access to
the data of the IUBMB Enzyme Nomenclature
list (www.enzyme-database.org/ExplorEnz) 
directly connected to BRENDA.

http://www.enzyme-database.org/ExplrEnz


Format: Four numbers separated by periods, e.g. 1.2.3.1

Numbers represent from left to right a progressively finer classification scheme

EC 1.2.3.1  an aldehyde + H2O + O2 = a carboxylate + H2O2

aldehyde oxidase

with oxygen as acceptor

acting on the aldehyde or oxo group of donors

oxidoreductase (main class)

Main Enzyme Classes:
1 Oxidoreductases
2 Transferases
3 Hydrolases
4 Lyases
5 Isomerases
6 Ligases
7 Translocases

BRENDA is the most comprehensive information system on:

• 8149 EC Numbers (Feb. 2021)
• more than 2 Mill. different enzymes
• more than 3 Mill. enzyme data, manually annotated from more than 150,000 literature
references

Enzyme Commission numbers (EC Numbers) are defined according to the catalyzed 
reaction by the IUBMB (International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology)



You can either
browse or search
the EC Explorer.



You can run a search by
entering a complete EC 
number, or just the main
class, the subclass etc….



…and include further
search options, i.e. the
history and EC 
subclasses…



On the result page
you find a list of the
EC numbers…



…according to the
information of the
IUBMB Enzyme list, 
including...

…the Reaction …the History…the Common Name



The History column provides
information on the creation, 
the modification, the transfer
or the deletion of an enzyme.



To see more details of a 
specific enzyme click on 
the EC number to go to
the…



…Enzyme Summary Page
(cf. BRENDA tutorial - Enzyme Search)



You can switch to the EC 
Tree view by clicking on 
the icon „Show in EC 
Tree“.



On this page you see the
classification of the enzyme
within the EC Tree…



…including further
information of the number
of organisms, the reaction
diagram, and the possibility
to download known protein
sequences in FASTA format
or as csv-file, and 
published PDB-IDs



In the left box you find the
complete IUBMB entry of
the marked EC Number

Click on the link to go
directly to the BRENDA 
enzyme summary page



Starting with the 7 main
classes you can navigate
along the EC tree through
the subclasses, sub-
subclasses, and the serial
numbers.

You can use the
„browse“ function
to look for enzymes



The EC browser
with information on 
the main classes.



Click on the (+)-icon to
expand a section or on 
the (-)-icon to collapse a 
section.



If you find an appropriate
EC number click on the
entry to open the left box 
containg the detailed
IUBMB information…



…and again the direct link will 
lead you to the BRENDA 
enzyme summary page.


